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1 Newton-Cotes quadrature.
Newton-Cotes quadrature formulas are based on the following principle: to compute an approximation of the definite integral b a f (x) dx the function f is evaluated at n + 1 points and interpolated by a polynomial of degree n. Then an approximation of the integral is obtained by integrating the polynomial instead of f .
If we take function values f i = f (x i ) at equidistant points, spaced h = x i+1 −x i apart, and consider the integration interval (0, nh) then the approximation becomes
The weights w i are usually computed by representing the polynomial in Lagrange form and integrating the Lagrange polynomials. However, here we do not need to specify the representation of the interpolating polynomial -we can concentrate just on the above mentioned principle.
In the literature closed and open Newton-Cotes rules are known. While closed rules use also the end-points of the integration interval, open rules use only the interior points.
Closed Newton-Cotes.
The following Maple function computes closed rules. We use n + 1 equidistant points, including the end-points:
Simpson's rule is obtained by closedcotes (2); and Milne's rule is generated with milne := closedcotes(4);
The 9-points rule used for the function quad8 in earlier versions of Matlab (R11) is obtained by
1.2 Error of Newton-Cotes rules.
J. F. Steffensen proved in [4] that for sufficiently smooth functions f the discretization error of Newton-Cotes quadrature rules has the form
with some ξ in the integration interval and constants K and m which depend only on the number of points and not on the integrand. We can obtain the two constants K and m by simply expanding the error in a Taylor series:
